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Build towers in order to advance, unlock more towers, improve them, and improve your tower’s ability to deal damage. There
are new features like smart dice that will upgrade automatically, as well as new tower types and special abilities that will be
unlockable. More Info Description : The Secret of Monsters & Magic is a new and unique action adventure game where you
take on the role of a young apprentice wizard and must rescue his master, defeat the fiend that is responsible for his
disappearance, and learn to use his powers and use them well. This full title contains two previously released stand-alone games,
Secret of Monster Island and Secret of Magic! Description : In a world with many dangers, one of the most treacherous enemies
is boredom. In Deep Down Blue, you’ll play as Max, a fox who has lost his memory and is being held in a cage by a wolf named
Ed. Your goal is to avoid being eaten. How? That’s up to you. The possibilities are endless. You’ll travel through dream worlds,
overcome obstacles, and compete in games to unlock your full potential as a fox! Description : Zynga’s foray into the mobile
game world is about to expand even further. With the new Facebook Games platform launching later this year, Zynga is
unleashing new and innovative social games that will be more accessible and seamless for Facebook users. Description :
SuperDuper! is a pop-up puzzle game for the iPhone and iPod Touch. A vertical board with a friendly portrait at the top and an
abstract graphic at the bottom is present before you when the game starts. From left to right, the board changes its shape and the
portrait and graphic get bigger. You are supposed to connect the corners of the board by either dragging or tapping, and you are
allowed to change the order in which you do it. Description : Terraria is a classic 2D action adventure platformer set in a
7 days ago - Royal Dice: Random Defense Strategy Game: Your opponent will get harder and harder as you fight off incoming
enemies for longer and . Royal Dice: Random Defense Strategy Game is an extremely popular casual game for multiple players.
It's a defense strategy game with a new and. If you like strategy games, then Royal Dice will definitely appeal to you. In this
game, you can play one of the options. Royal Dice: Random Defense Strategy Game - download Android app - Download Royal
Dice: Random Defense Strategy Game for free on android. Royale Dice is a simple and classic board game for two players.
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